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know their Hebrew and their Greek. I am anxious to have people go out from
exegete

Faith Seminary who underand the Word of God, who can xxat and interpret

the passages. I am anxious to have people go out from Faith Seminary those

doctrine is correct, who understand the theology, and know the vital shades

of meaning on the various points. I am interested in all these things. But

if Faith Seminary does not turn out men and women who have a burning passion

to make the Lord Jesus Christ known, and who have a longing desire to help

God's people to grow in grace and in the knowledge of Christ, and to watch

over them, to shepherd them, this word feed is often used in the sen of

shepherd, carrying for, not just to bring food, but ...l1- 3/)4...., but all

the elements of the work of a shepherd for hiss people. If you do not graduate

with that burning zeal and passion in our hearts, I do not thinkie can expect

that the Lord will long continue to feel a favorable attitude toward

Faith Seminary .... end of Record 2
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3likea man who wants to take a train from here to California, and he's

got a nickel in his pocket, and another man has ten dollars, and the ten

dollars may be an awful lot more than a nickel, but neither would get them

to California. God desires a burning love for the Lord Jesus Christ, which

expresses itself here in a love to His people, a desire to serve them, a

desrie to shepherd them, a desire whith will express itself, not in our

sitting down and waiting until somebody calls us to a position, wk where

there is a guaranteed salary, and a certain definite duty to do, and you per

form those duties, and maybe you spend a month studying on a sermon to make

the English of it absolutely correct, and abx absolutely sure the doctrine

is right, and that it is given in the very best pcsible way, and you go

through these forms and these ceremonies, and you think that you have honored
if they are

God. All these things are good, but they are good/because theye is 'that

passionate desire in your heart not just to give something that God would be

pleased with, but to know that that which will please Him is that he is

getting to the people, that He is reaching them, that it brings to them

the message that will help them, aJ± that He has for them.
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